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   The Directors Cut  

Hi One and All , 

I hope that everyone had a good summer? and managed to get in some 
riding at some point.  
 

I know that many of you come along to Club Night at the Legion but there 
are some who, for whatever reason, are not able to make it.  
At August Club Night we spent a little time giving everyone a chance to 
chat about what they wanted to see the Chapter doing for the rest of this 
season and also next year, and it was a good conversation with members talking openly about  
expectations for the future, it gave the committee a clearer picture with ideas and suggestions. Armed 
with this information we have begun putting together 2015, and in the very near future we will be able to 
give dates and places, to  all members, of the days away and larger rides. This will enable members to 
commit to events and to book time from work. We are trying to give a little of what everyone wants, so 
please check out the Chapter website and What’s On pages in the magazine.  
 

We have organised a ‘Biker Down’ course for any members who would like to know a bit more about how 
to react in a situation  where a rider comes off. The course is free and takes 3 hours, it will be held at the 
Harpenden Fire Station on the 19th October  (Sunday) starting at 9 am. If you are interested, please email 
me or Cliff (contact details further on in the mag) as places are limited and going fast.  
I am planning an evening at the Grove Theatre in Dunstable, there are 2 shows that are interesting on the 
2nd and 4th of October the first is Think Floyd a tribute act ,as you can guess, that is £21.50 a ticket, the 
second is  Live at the Grove, a comedy night with 4 top comedians costing £15, again if you are interested, 
please call me or email for reservations.  
 

Four of us rode two weeks ago to the New Forest and the Sammy Miller Museum , the weather was 
fantastic, as was the ride both there and back. It was 2 years ago we last visited and so much has 
changed. They are working on a new extension ready for 2015, it is a relaxed surrounding with Tea Rooms 
in a courtyard . Thanks to Doug for leading and Taz and Paul for the company . 
A small group of the ‘Usual Suspects’ rode to the Nene Valley Chapter meeting last Wednesday and were 
made to feel very welcome, in fact in true III Rivers style we were the last to leave and enjoyed a ride 
home on a clear crystal night. We have extended an invitation to their members to come to our meeting 
whenever they wish.  
 

Lastly I am sure you are all aware Pete became separated from his bike on the ride to Scotland and 
wound up in hospital, a very lucky man as, apart from some gashes to his hand and fingers, he is okay. 
Pete has had a couple of operations to his fingers but is on the mend. We all wish him well ,and yet more 
good news, Greta has been moved nearer home and is beginning the process of rehabilitation. It has been 
a very strange summer without Dave and Greta around, and I know I speak for everyone when I say we 
miss them and can’t wait to have them back. 
 

The Chapter Christmas Party this year will be at Shendish Manor near Apsley, Hemel Hempstead, on the 
13th December. The tickets will be £30 for members (subsidised by the Chapter) and £40 for non-
members. We have a negotiated rate for rooms £82 bed and breakfast. 
Please book tickets from me by email or text as soon as you can, as we have 40 places on hold at the  
moment but can book more if required. 
 
Ride Safe  
Martyn 



7th September 

Up early and straight on the internet meteorological office for the latest weather forecast; absolutely zero 

chance of rain, sunny periods, 20ᵒ C that will feel like 22ᵒ C. Great, should be a good day out. 

It’s always a risky business travelling 40 miles south of Cranfield, never know what may happen. And this 

was no exception. At first all my attention was making ‘best progress’ on the fantastic bendy roads but as 

I travelled South, the technicalities of the tarmac became more mundane, and my attention was drawn 

upwards to the darkened sky ahead, blacker and blacker as I proceeded toward Hatfield, then passing 

Welwyn, what the Met Office, only an hour earlier, had said was ZERO CHANCE of, happened. Fortunately 

it was only a small shower, and by the time I reached Tesco’s, it had stopped, nearly. 

09:00 hours; 4 bikes were already at the ‘meet’ and I made 5, (the 2 ‘promises’ I got didn’t show). Anyway 

we waited ‘till 09:15 but no more turned up, so in ever more blackening skies we set off for Chelmsford, it 

seemed we were heading straight for the blackest part of the sky. Sure enough we got ‘dumped’ on;  

couple of light showers, then just before Chelmsford some serious rain. 

By the time we reached Boreham Services, Martin Poole (Fairweather) had already turned back, and the 

rest of us were... wet! And poor John (a new member), wearing ‘dragging-jeans’ was very wet, and after a 

coffee, decided to also go back, leaving just 3 bikes - Doug, Cliff, and me, all solo, to continue on. 

I figured the main ride would start passing through junction 19 on the A12 around 11:25 hours. The plan 

was to wait in the Services ‘till the last minute, then set off on the 3 minute ride to the junction, and 

merge into the main ride from the extra-long slip road.  

In our anxiety to ‘get-going’, we arrived at the ‘merge’ point a few minutes too early, all good plans eh!  

So we rode slow in lane 1, while they caught us up, this would force them to overtake in lane 2. We could 

then accelerate and merge-in… 

We didn’t have to wait long, and far from ‘forcing’ them into lane 2, they only rode in the outside lane – 

at 80 mph!  We accelerated to match their speed, found a decent gap and joined the ride, thank  

goodness there was only 3 of us, or we would have surely got split up. The ride was fast and furious and 

gobbled up the miles, the high speed seemed to 

force some good order, which is unusual for so 

many sports bikes. The weather had brightened 

up, and our wet clothes dried and were soon  

forgotten. Surprisingly I thoroughly enjoyed the 

ride, and all too soon, we were entering Harwich. 

Unbelievably there was reportedly 3,000 people 

lining the road into Harwich, many with banners 

thanking us. Being near the front of the ride, we 

got a great parking position overlooking the  

harbour, with a café just a few yards away,  

perfect!   

4,000 bikes ride to HARWICH for Essex Air Ambulance 



After a quick cuppa on the jetty, the sun came out and it started getting hot, so we stowed our gear in the 

bikes and went for a walk to the main event field, passing, on the way, the Air Ambulance and Police 

choppers parked on the beach. We could have had a look in them but we didn’t bother, Doug could smell 

fish-n-chips.  

The field was larger than expected, some 30 or 40 stalls, a great band was playing plus all the usual  

paraphernalia, we looked at some cheap helmets but Doug was still keen on some fish-n-chips, so we 

walked back through the town and got some. Chance in a million, as we walked we heard a toot and a 

whistle, it was Fairweather, he had driven back in his car, amazing! We got the fish-n-chips and decided 

where we parked was the best place, so we walked back and ate them on the sea wall, basking in the now 

glorious weather and watched the yachts and talked to the locals who all seemed to be in awe of us. 

We rode back home using the A120 to Puckeridge, where we stopped for a few minutes and said our 

goodbyes, before setting off in separate directions. 

About half way home I started feeling really thirsty and realised that I had only had one cup of tea all day, 

which seemed to grow in my mind until I started considering stopping,. When reaching home, I was off 

the bike and still with all my gear on, downed 2 pints of beer in the pub across the road, they barely 

touched the sides but tasted w o n d e r f u l !…………..perfect end to a really nice day………… 

Big Al 

 

 

4,000 bikes ride to HARWICH for Essex Air Ambulance 

(cont.) 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Location: Harpenden Fire Station 
Date: Sunday 19th October 
Time: 09:00am - 12.00pm  

To book a place, please contact Cliff Freemantle at miss.lucy@ntlworld.com  



 
 
 

 
 

 
From Trudie to our ‘Ladies of Harley’ 

 

Hi all, as some of you may I am your new Ladies Of Harley representative.  Although I took this role over 
early in the year work overtook me and, as is usual, when you think you have time on your hands the 
world unloads !!   However, being new to this role  I would love to hear of any events that you think 
would be good for us to attend, either for ladies evenings or as a club social event i.e. cinema, theatre, 
pubs, bowling  etc. I am here to represent you and your interests, so I welcome your ideas to help me 
plan and promote our activities. 

Anyone can join... 
It is important to know that our LOH members do NOT have to be motorcycle riders, you can simply be 
an enthusiastic passenger who is willing to participate a little or a lot. 

I am trying to build a list of our current LOH members so I can keep everyone updated on up-coming 
events and for you to send your feedback.  Ian has very kindly set up an email address just for us  
ladyharley@iiirivershogchapter.co.uk, therefore, if you could please drop me a quick e-mail, I can put you 
on the list. If you don’t have e-mail or If you would prefer to be contacted direct or by text, please let me 
know your Mobile Telephone number and remember : LoH is not about what I want to do with it, it has 
to be what we all want from it. 

I am happy to come up with ideas for things we can do, but I need your input,  thoughts and feedback on 
what you like or don’t like. Also, if you fancy doing something weird or wonderful (within reason), like 
jumping out of an airplane, walking 10k or riding 1,000 miles all in the aid of our charity, then let’s give it 
a go! 

I will be attending the LOH kick off event in October on Sunday 26th October if anyone fancies joining 
me, they are looking for opinions and ideas going forward, let me know. 

Your questions...  
If you have any questions about the club, rides, activities or anything you need to know, from a female 
perspective, then please do not hesitate to get in touch. 

Looking forward to meeting up with you soon…. 

 

 Trudie x 

mailto:ladyharley@iiirivershogchapter.co.uk


 

 

When the ride was announced / re-announced the dates didn’t particularly suit us as it fell between and 

very close to 2 other planned and hopefully slightly warmer holidays; but after the ‘Great Fun’ Cornwall 

ride we decided it just couldn’t be missed with expectations of a fantastic ride and fantastic company.  

Preparation for us consisted of looking at the BBC Weather site’s predictably un-predictable British  

weather and concluding that at some time over the next 6 days, there was a slight possibility it was going 

to rain and it might be slightly colder than the Mediterranean climate that I would like to become  

accustomed to. Ingrid sent me out to purchase a spare pair of gloves and some waterproof over gloves, 

whilst she planned the packing.  I must admit on packing we were somewhat guided by the urban myth of 

the Chapter’s last Scottish adventure where I understand it rained everything from a plague of frogs to 

err……. 

 

Okay, so that’s the panniers full of spare dry gear, waterproofs, arctic Parkers, more waterproofs and 3 

buckets of anti-midge cream and just enough room for a change of underwear.  Personally, I wanted to skip 

the underwear and go for another arctic Parker.  From an individual perspective I knew the wearing of 

pants under my kilt would have been frowned upon by the locals.  Ingrid’s outlook was somewhat different 

like ‘you are not wearing that bloody kilt on the bike – you will scare the cattle and probably most of the 

chapter’. 

 

And so the obligatory organizational text arrived:  Ah ‘Hairpin’ Tony will be leading with ‘Oberleutnant 

Gill’ the navigator, so at least it shouldn’t be too many single track roads, freshly laid with the newest of, 

‘oh shit it’s gravel’, that I’ve become accustomed to under Alan’s highly esteemed and imaginative  

leadership.  Meet at the A1 Little Chef, even better – won’t have to cope with that poor excuse for road 

decoration that they call the magic roundabout in Hemel – I much prefer Zebedee’s version (Ring  

Junctions – the brainchild of Frank Blackmore.  Allegedly there are fewer accidents at these creations.  I’m 

not surprised ‘cos nobody goes fast enough to actually hit anything. http://www.cbrd.co.uk/indepth/

magicroundabout/ a riveting read….. )  

 

Day 1 – 08:00 and we are off with a bike weighing something close to 3 tons, bet its sunshine all the way. 

Ah the Black Cat roundabout, yet another inspiration of some beleaguered traffic department – never could 

see why they had a master plan of removing all the roundabouts on the A1 but left the biggest soddin’  

traffic jam creating ornament in place ‘till last (Note to self- next time drive over the middle of it as a tax 

payer’s protest)  

 

Great meet up with the guys, and finally find out who’s coming.  I wonder how many Parkers Pete has got 

in his back pack that is so carefully attached to the sissy bar that it obscures 50% of his number plate – no 

tickets for him then.  And so the adventure begins... 

 

 

A Scottish Adventure 

or 

III Rivers go North to ensure it’s a Yes vote! 

Cont/... 

http://www.cbrd.co.uk/indepth/magicroundabout/
http://www.cbrd.co.uk/indepth/magicroundabout/


 

 

The intrepid team has just about settled down on the great north road and were debating what the god  

awful smell was?  Ingrid said it was farmers muck spreading but my bets were on somebody up front of the 

pack!  It was at this stage when Pete ‘Grey Wolf’ decided that the ditch on the side of the road was a better 

place to sleep than on his bike.  It was a very graceful maneuver from lane 2 at 70 mph that Pete executed 

that was only interrupted by hitting the kerb and him performing 2 summersaults and a plausible back flip. 

He was only out pointed by his bike which I think added a half twist to the flip.  I think I was one of the 

first to the ditch and after commenting that he could have found one with a little less mud in it, checked 

him out.  Such a relief to find out that he had only succumbed to a gouged ring finger and a bent little 

pinky (Cream Teas for him will never be the same again).  The party in the ditch developed and I was 

joined by an ex-army medic and an ex-paramedic so Pete got the best of treatment, despite my efforts.  

Ambulance crew arrived and so did the police who managed to block lane 1 with their panda cars and so 

create a substantial traffic jam.  Pete was packed off in the ambulance in a far more comfortable bed to 

continue his little kip.  Don’t think that the bike fared as well as Pete – I told him that there was a little 

scratch on the nearside panier but didn’t have the heart to tell him that it was in a completely different field 

to the bike.   

 

And so we continued to progress the A1, think that we stopped somewhere but there was definitely no 

cake.  As we approached Leeming Bar we pulled off the A1 and Alan had a word with our new found 

Road Captain partnership, Gill and Tony.  I don’t know what he said but all the roads were suddenly a lot 

smaller, strewn with gravel and we were forced to practice our best U turns.  I think after a while Gill gave 

her Sat Nav a good talking to and ordered it to take us to Hawes on the most interesting roads it could find 

– lovely.   Much to our great surprise the intended Café in Hawes hadn’t stayed open for our delayed  

arrival and we were forced into a pub for coffee, Latté all round, except me – black coffee ‘cos I’m a man 

(?)  

 And so we plodded on towards Kendal for some Mint Cake but first a swift refuel.  Swift was our  

intention but not the garage’s – only one pump working Ha! A beautiful ride was then had to Carlisle with 

only stops to admire the scenery, Alan to inspect the bushes and their water needs, and Gill to have a few 

stern words with her Sat Nav – something about who is actually boss :-)   

 

A Scottish Adventure (cont.) 

Hawes, Yorkshire 

Cont/... 



 

 

Arrived Carlisle and settled into our first Premier Inn, bit disappointed as when we got to our room bloody 

Lenny Henry was asleep on the bed.  Enjoyed a lovely evening meal with the guys and girls, wondered 

how anybody can eat a Knickerbocker Glory that big – Taz!  

 

Day 2.  After the smallest of breakfasts, we set off for the bonnie bonnie banks of Loch Lomond but not 

before Tony took us into a car wash! Honest Tony I won’t tell anybody about your urges to wash your bike.  

M74, Glasgow and M8 all came and went with consummate and unexpected ease.  Ah at last some lunch, 

pulled pork! Now for the good bit alongside Loch Lomond, reasonably dry, winding roads, not much  

traffic, what more can a biking guy ask for and the scenery was fantastic.  A swift food and coffee stop, still 

don’t think that I got any cake but at least Alan got his tasty little morsel – a 25lb Haddock and a bucket of 

chips, as I recall.  The conversation did edge on whether we should get Al sectioned (under the Mental 

Health Act) for one of his insane mutterings, Chris injected – I have already completed most of the  

paperwork, just got to add the date.  We progressed onwards and upwards onto Glencoe and even stopped 

to have a swift photo opportunity when Ian produced the chapter flag.  Unbeknown to me, a bus load of  

Chinese tourists decided that a photo on a Harley would be good and started crawling all over my bike – 

Ian kindly rescued it.   

And so we arrived at Fort William for a much needed rest. 

 

Day 3. Started to conclude that the Scottish, or maybe just the tourists, are incapable of filling their cars 

without sluicing the whole damn place with fuel. As anticipated we went off to the Thunder in the Glens 

meet at Aviemore.  More brilliantly scenic riding and arrived after about 1 ½ hours ride just in time to see 

the day’s ‘Ride Out’ – said to be 1500 bikes, the greater majority of them Harleys – a lovely sound.  The 

event is posted as the Sturgis of the north.  It certainly was; bikes and bikers took over the town and the  

locals appeared to enjoy it.  Our ever watchful safety jobs worth even got on the scene with a nice  

illuminated traffic sign as we left Aviemore ‘CAUTION ADDITIONAL MOTORCYCLE TRAFFIC’ well, 

you would have thought that, they should have warned us on the way into Aviemore.   

 

 

A Scottish Adventure (cont.) 

Cont/... 

Glen Coe 



 

 

 

 

 

Day 4. And so to Mallaig (pronounced Mal–laig (not Mal-ig)). The best winding, dry roads yet. Arrived to 

see a Harry Potter type train in the station and strangely the train driver waved to us!  That’s the attraction 

of riding a Harley, brilliant.  Parked up on the dockside where we disembarked for fish and chips.  Al even 

took time out to advise the chip shop on how they could introduce greater efficiency into their serving  

system – we ran.  Just need to have one little dig at the highways department who’s sign announced ‘Road 

Works start on Monday 7th’ - a month would have been great but they had started without bothering with 

that little detail. 

 

Day 5, we start the trip home, wind was getting up a bit and for once it wasn’t Taz.  Started to learn about 

Alan’s gravy habits, don’t put it on the chicken when he doesn’t ask for it but if he doesn’t order it for 

steak and gets it, he wants it.  We didn’t explore what to do with pork.  To add entertainment into the ride 

they closed the A82 just as we completed the Loch Lomond stretch and diverted us off into darkest  

Helensburgh to practice weaving through traffic jams – we won, despite the odd locals protests.  The wind 

hit its peak as we traversed Cumbria on the A66, Coffee and cake in the Café 66.  And so we arrived at 

Harrogate for another Premier Inn dinner.  Harrogate, the land of Cream Teas - Betty’s most wonderful Tea 

Rooms which we totally ignored – such willpower. 

 

At dinner, we sat and agreed with the gang what tales of brilliant sunshine, exquisite whiskey, lake  

monsters and great rides we are going to tell the tale of……………and debated why the Black Cat  

roundabout is so called. 

 

Day 6.  Head off home, as planned by Tony, we lost Ian and Taz in the Yorkshire hills by hiding behind an 

ambulance.  Said our goodbyes at an American diner somewhere in Lincolnshire and went our own way at 

the Black Cat.  It felt strange when Pete left me at Sandy, just not used to riding with nobody to follow. 

 

 

 

A Scottish Adventure (cont.) 

Thunder in the Glens Mallaig 

Cont/... 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

That just leaves the credits: 

 

Alan – for hours of entertainment and for not bothering with any correct pronunciations of Scottish places.  

Chris – for keeping Al in check with the best placed sarcasm.  Pete – For holding a finger up to number 

plate visibility rules. Mel – for keeping the world in check.  Taz – For showing me how to eat puddings.  

Sylvie – for supplying hours of anecdotes.  Ian – for not having a laminated Harley card.  Wendy – for not 

taking me seriously.  Ingrid – generally for putting up with me. Pete (Grey wolf) – for showing us that a  

70 mph departure from the A1 is totally survivable, even better if you are not wearing fingerless gloves.  

Gill – for keeping such a rowdy disorganized bunch in check and on schedule and Tony – for leading such 

a wonderful adventure . 

 

I will now scrap the Rain of Terror article I had prepared, till the next ride and I, as always, have Poetic 

License :-) 

 

Pete (Gould) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A Scottish Adventure (cont.) 



 

Events 
 

 

 Club Social Nights: 

 Wednesday, 24th September, 19:30-22:30 

Lytton Arms, Knebworth 

 Wednesday, 1st October, 19:30-22:30 

The Bull, Redbourn 

 Tuesday 14th October - Club Night 19:30-22:30 

 Royal British Legion, Leyton Road, Harpenden 

 Wednesday, 22nd October, 19:30-22:30 

Lytton Arms, Knebworth 

Calendar events: 

 Saturday, 4th October, time tba 

Ride to the Wall, National Memorial Arboretum, Burton-upon-Trent 

 2nd & 4th October 

possible outings to Grove Theatre, Dunstable if sufficient support 

 Sunday, 12th October, time tba 

Brightona rideout 

 Sunday, 19th October, 9:00am-12:00pm 

‘Biker Down’ course run by Herts Fire & Rescue Service, Harpenden Fire Station 

 Saturday, 13th December, III Rivers Christmas Party 

Shendish Manor, Apsley, Hemel Hempstead 

 

Please check the website for changes, more details and new rides 



 

    Tail End Charlie 
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